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JOINT MEETING OF THE OREGON AND WASHINGTON 
TRANSPORTATION COMMISSIONS 

AGENDA 
September 19, 2012 
Pendleton, Oregon 

 

Tuesday, September 18 
6:00 PM No-host dinner with Oregon and Washington Commissions. (Hamley Steakhouse, 8 SE 

Court Avenue, Pendleton, OR  97801)  

 
JOINT MEETING OF THE OREGON AND WASHINGTON  

TRANSPORTATION COMMISSIONS 
Pendleton, Red Lion Hotel 

Walla Walla Room 
304 SE Nye Avenue 

Pendleton, Oregon 97801 
(541) 276-6111, Fax (541) 276-2413 

 
Wednesday, September 19 
 
8:00 AM ODOT’s regular monthly agenda review and briefing session with ODOT staff in the 

Cayuse Room. 
 

Joint Meeting: Oregon and Washington Transportation Commissions 
 
9:00 AM E) Introductions (30 min., Oregon and Washington Commissions) 
 
9:30 AM F) Economic ties between Washington and Oregon.  Informational.  (40 min., Michael 

Fischer, Cambridge Systematics) 
 
10:10 AM  G) Receive an informational presentation of the Rail Corridor. Informational.  (30 min. 

John Sibold, WSDOT) 
 
10:40 AM H) Receive an informational presentation of the Electric Highway. Informational.  (30 min. 

Jim Whitty, ODOT and Jeff Doyle, WSDOT) 
 
11:10 AM I) Receive an informational presentation on Road Usage Fee/Charge efforts under way. 

Informational.  (45 min. Jim Whitty, ODOT and Jeff Doyle, WSDOT) 
 
11:55 AM  Working Lunch – break and pick up lunches in Cayuse Room. 
 
12:10 PM J) Working Lunch – Conduct an informational discussion about the Columbia River 

Crossing project, tolling governance, and legislative oversight efforts. Informational.   
  (2 hours, Kris Strickler, ODOT and Nancy Boyd, WSDOT) 
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JOINT MEETING OF THE OREGON AND WASHINGTON 
TRANSPORTATION COMMISSIONS 

AGENDA 
September 19, 2012 
Pendleton, Oregon 

 
Wednesday, September 19, (continued) 
 
2:10 PM K) Wrap-up  Informational.  (20 min., Secretary Hammond and Director Garrett.) 
 
2:30 PM  ADJOURN 

 
FORMALMONTHLY MEETING  

Pendleton, Red Lion Hotel 
Walla Walla Room 
304 SE Nye Avenue 

Pendleton, Oregon 97801 
(541) 276-6111, Fax (541) 276-2413 

 
Regular Monthly Meeting: Oregon Transportation Commission 
 
Note:  The Commission may choose to take agenda items out of order, pull, defer or shorten presentation time of 
agenda item(s) to accommodate unscheduled business needs.  Anyone wishing to be present for a particular 
item should arrive when the meeting begins to avoid missing an item of interest. 
 
Website address to view agendas/minutes on the Internet:  http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/COMM/otc_main.shtml 
 
The meeting location is accessible to persons with disabilities.  A request for an interpreter for the hearing 
impaired or for other accommodations for persons with disabilities should be made at least 48 hours before the 
meeting to Jacque Carlisle, Commission Assistant, at (503) 986-3450. 

 
 

2:45 PM B) Public Comments.  (Up to 15 min.) 
(Public testimony is valued by the Commission, and those who wish to testify are 
encouraged to sign up on the public comment sheet provided at the meeting handout 
table.  Note: This part of the agenda is for comments on topics not scheduled elsewhere 
on agenda.  General guidelines: provide written summaries when possible and limit 
comments to 3 minutes. If you bring written summaries or other materials to the 
meeting, please provide the Commission Assistant with 10 copies prior to your 
testimony.)  
 

3:00 PM C) Request to approve and receive public comments of the 2015-2018 Statewide 
Transportation Improvement Plan (STIP) Funding Allocation and Project Selection 
process for the Enhance category. Approval/Informational.  (60 min., Jerri Bohard 
and Paul Mather)  
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JOINT MEETING OF THE OREGON AND WASHINGTON 
TRANSPORTATION COMMISSIONS 

AGENDA 
September 19, 2012 
Pendleton, Oregon 

 
Wednesday, September 19, (continued) 
 
4:00 PM D1) Approve $184,200 in Transportation Enhancement (TE) funds to construct wildlife 

fencing adjacent to I-5 in conjunction with project #16763 (I-5: Glendale-Hugo Paving 
and Climbing Lane). Approve amending the Statewide Transportation Improvement 
Program (STIP) to add the TE Discretionary funds.  

 
 D2) Approve a request to amend the Statewide Transportation Improvement Program 

(STIP) to add $184,200 to construct wildlife fencing adjacent to Interstate 5 in 
conjunction with the Interstate 5: Glendale-Hugo Paving and Climbing Lane project in 
Region 3. The total estimate for this project is nearly $50 million.  

 
  Approval.  (5 min., Jerri Bohard)  
 
4:05 PM E) Consider approving items on the Consent Calendar (See following page). 
  Approval.  (5 min., Matthew Garrett)  
 
4:10 PM  ADJOURN 

 
CONSENT CALENDAR  

 
 
1. Approve the minutes of the August 15-16, 2012, Commission meeting in Baker City. 

 
2. Confirm the next two Commission meeting dates: 
 

 Tuesday and Wednesday October  16-17, 2012, meeting in Silverton 
 Wednesday, November 14, 2012, in Salem 

 
3. Adopt a resolution for authority to acquire real property by purchase, condemnation, agreement or donation. 
 
4. Approve the following Oregon Administrative Rule:  

a. Amendment of 734-020-0019 relating to advisory speeds. 

b. Amendment of 735-063-0065, 735-063-0067 and 735-063-0070 relating to CDL “V” 
restriction. 

c. Amendment of 735-070-0004 relating to cancellation of driving privileges for providing a false 
or fictitious address to DMV. 
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5. Approval a request to amend the 2012-2015 Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) to add 
the Preliminary Engineering (PE) phase for the Interstate 205: U.S. 26 to Clackamas River Seismic Retrofit 
project. This project will be funded by project savings realized in the State Bridge Financial Plan. The 
estimated cost of the PE phase of this project is $750,000. 



To The Board Member of Clark County Council                                                         January 1, 2023

Your Action is Requested
Whereas
Constructed 1917, we have the current I-5 bridge after decades of “political fighting”.  The Clark County
citizens and business leaders stood up and forced the Clark County Commissioners to take action to
construct our bi-state bridge as a county to county bridge.

The Clark County Councilors have the unique responsibility of having the largest amount of Columbia
River waterfront inside their boundaries. This includes several ports Woodland, Ridgefield, Vancouver,
Camas, and Washougal.  Your boundaries also include several cities, businesses, and all forms of property
zoning.  Plus you represent the citizens who will pay the largest portion of tolls on daily commutes when
using the I-5 and I-205 freeway interstate bridges.

It is very important to have a full conversation on all the ramifications of putting tolls on the I-5 freeway
system.   This conversation must take place as hearings, with presentations to the Washington
Transportation Commissioners and the local citizens.  To date there have been no hearings solely on
tolling, it’s effects on the economy, or why would we suddenly change to tolling over a fuel tax by either
the Washington Transportation Commission or Oregon Transportation Commission.  The only hearing
held on tolling the Columbia River Crossing project by the Transportation Commissioners took place
200-miles away in central Oregon, in the year 2012. Identified as an informational working lunch decision
Item J.  Approximately a dozen citizens show up at the Joint Washington and Oregon Transportation
Commission Hearing. We where shut out of the room the “luncheon” was held in because no formal vote
would be taken. (A violation of the Open Meeting Law)  I am sure you understand how disrespected we
felt!  It was so insulting, rude, and unkind.  We were not allowed the handouts for the two-hour meeting,
and sat in the hearing room waiting for their return. We took time off from work, paid for hotel rooms,
and had traveling expenses just to hear the tolling decision.  Some of the Transportation Commissioners
were unable to make the meeting, stating the distances and had phoned into the meeting.  There have been
NO Hearings by the Transportation Commissions of Washington and Oregon concerning converting The

I-5 interstate freeway system into The I-5 interstate toll-road system.

The need to have several independent and joint commissioner hearings is extremely important on tolling
and not tolling of the main lanes of the I-5 freeway system. Putting tolls on the extra lanes adjacent to the
main lanes such as, HOV, HOT, to pay for an advantage in the traveling experience still keeps the I-5

freeway system intact choosing to pay an additional fee as a toll for use of an additional “non-freeway”
lane or stay on the freeway system.  While several seem to be singularly focus on a toll to finance ‘one’
bridge across the Columbia River they have lost sight of the fact every municipality between Canada and
Mexico will have the right to place a toll on the new I-5 interstate toll highway system.  Here are a few on
the many questions and problems that must be thoroughly answered and verified.

1. The Federal Highway Administration funding does not come from tolls placed on I-5.  The State of
Washington has formerly stated $650-$850-million would be provided to SW Washington, large
projects have been funding in other areas of State so it is SW Washington’s turn. So is Oregon’s lack
of funding, is that why a toll is suggested?

2. Oregon receives $30-million on 1-cent a gallon fuel tax annually.  Ten cents a gallon fuel tax annually
is $300-million and ten years at ten cents is $3 billion the entire amount that Oregon needs.  Scenarios



showing differing fuel tax by counties, etc have not been provided.   The price of fuel takes enormous
leaps up and down as much as a dollar per gallon with no local benefit. The citizens want to see
difference step tax scenarios. An example: Would 3 years of a 25-cent a gallon the closer you are to
the I-5 FREEWAY system and 5 cents across the rest of the State of Oregon cover the money for a
new I-5 crossing?

3. Fuel tax is 100% in compliance and 100% of funds collected goes directly into transportation funding
4. Toll tax is 70% in compliance and 60% of net funds collected go directly into transportation funding.

Why would we consider changing to a tolling funding system that takes millions or billions of dollars
annually from the taxpayers sending it directly to banks and away transportation funds?

5. Electric utilities currently collect taxes. Is the Department of Transportation working on diverting a
percentage of these taxes to transportation funding?  The utilities tax collect system currently in use
works well.

6. Privacy issues with the new “toll tags” individual identification pings on every cell tower tracing all
movements instead of a “responding tag” specific the each machine.   The expensive toll tag ID
system can be used every time another toll is placed on the former I-5 FREEWAY to easily track the
movement of US Citizens.

7. Once the first toll is place on the main lanes of the I-5 permanent or not municipality between Canada
and Mexico will have the right to place a toll on the new I-5 interstate toll highway system.
Will there be a limit on how high the toll can be?
What size community can place a toll on I-5?
How many tolls can be on I-5 at one time?
What can the toll money be use on now that it doesn’t have to be solely for infrastructure?
Can new town spring up along I-5 be allowed to immediately impose a toll?

Your Action is Requested

Please send correspondence to the Washington and Oregon Governors asking them to immediately have
the Transportation Commissioners provide presentations and listening posts inside the study area,
boundaries of the I-5 Transportation and Trade Corridor.  I am also asking you to seek the support of the
Project Sponsor Agencies SW WA Regional Transportation Councils, and CTRAN having them require
hearings to take place to receive their support on any project going forward considering a toll.  It would be
important to ask other elected bodies to join you in seeking responsible leadership in provide additional
information concerning the consideration of placing a toll of any kind on the I-5 Freeway Interstate

System.  It might be necessary to involve California Transportation Commissioners in the enormous of
change to the I-5 freeway interstate international system.     

Thank you sincerely for you immediate attention on this important matter it is greatly appreciated.
Former Chair of the Clark County West County Bridge No-Tolls Advisory Vote 2013 committee,

Sharon Nasset

Sharon Nasset 503.283.9585

*Agenda attached.
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An important Reason to Keep The I-5 Freeway System Toll-Free.

The I-5 freeway system from Canada to Mexico carries billions of dollars of freight and millions of
citizens enjoying the “free” movement of goods and services.  The idea of pooling our money together to
pay for our road system has always been very important.  Oregon was one of the first States to have a gas
tax used to up-keep the roads.  The idea of toll roads and turnpikes was absolutely a freedom of
movement issue and did not work for farm communities that only had cash after a crop. Always having to
have money in your pocket to be picked isn’t what citizens wanted then, and they don’t want it now.  The
I-5 freeway-mainline has never had a toll on it since the “Freeway System” went in the 1960’s as a new
model to the nation.  The States of California and Washington have added additional lanes to the mainline
that are pay for service however you can drive the entire transcontinental freeway and not pay a toll.   The
drag on the economy locally and nationally to siphon off billions of dollars by allowing a toll on the
mainline of I-5 freeway would be an enormous mistake.  Once Oregon does it in Portland at the I-5
bridges and the Rose Quarter every town on the “non” freeway system would do it too. If we have a right
they would have a right to add tolling as well. The type of tolling suggested is not honest and over 40%
goes to the company handling the machines and does the money transacting.  They provide the machines,
maintain the machines, they also take in the money, count the money, deposit the money, tell us what is
our share, and have no responsibility to go after those who don’t pay the toll.  If you do not know that,
that is shady, you do not know accounting or business. Taking in the money, counting, deposit, and do the
books, by “one/company” not a good business model.
The losing of our freeway system and the adding of tolls by any towns along I-5 freeway are
unacceptable.  The Federal Highway Administration should not allow the new extremely expensive
adding in of the “banking system” and financially risky tolling scheme.

1. Fuel tax is 100% in compliance and 100% of funds collected goes directly into transportation funding
2. Toll tax is 70% in compliance and 60% of net funds collected go directly into transportation funding.

Why would we consider changing to a tolling funding system that takes millions or billions of dollars
annually from the taxpayers sending it directly to banks and away transportation funds?

3. Electric utilities currently collect taxes. Is the Department of Transportation working on diverting a
percentage of these taxes to transportation funding?  The utilities tax collect system currently in use
works well.

4. Every property with 220 electrical service is a charging station needing only a receptacle outlet to
access service.  The addition of receptacle on most properties will enable limiting the need for diesel
heavy equipment in residential areas.  Smart Meters can distinguish between 110 and 220 electrical
usage allowing a percentage of the utility taxes deviated to transportation funding viable.* Asking
utility companies to put out bonds to pay for the addition of 220 receptacle outlets for all properties,
Smart Meters, and the ability to charge personal account with electrical usage in different location on
one account would be an enormous game changer in converting to electrical energy usage.

We have projects that are toll-free and lessen congestion tremendously those community projects

have been block! Please look at to the alternative that can be funded without a toll.

Thank You,
Paid for by Economic Transportation Alliance /Third Bridge Now a 501c3 Non-Profit Public Charity

www.thirdbridgenow.org • Third Bridge Now 2114 Main St. PMB #154 Van. WA 98660 • 503.283.9585

























E-ZPasses Track Vehicles In NY Even Off Toll Roads
New Yorkers may not realize they are being tracked

http://autos.aol.com/article/e-zpasses-track-vehicles-ny-toll-roads/?icid=maing-
grid7|main5|dl6|sec1_lnk2%26pLid%3D375937

Posted: Sep 16, 2013
  |  By: AOL Autos Staff

New York's E-ZPass uses a radio-frequency identification sensor, or RFID tag, which allows residents of
the Big Apple to pay road tolls electronically. But most drivers don't know that the state is using the passes
to gather data far from toll booths, according to an article in Forbes.

Internet hacker "Puking Monkey" wanted to see where his RFID tag was being scanned. He rigged the E-
ZPass so a light would turn on and a toy cow would moo every time the RFID tag was read. He found his
pass being read several times on short trips around New York, far from any tollbooths.

While speaking at the hacker convention Defcon, Puking Monkey called his findings "intrusive and
unsettling." Tag readers on the streets are part of New York's traffic initiative "Midtown in Motion", which
uses the passes to track traffic movement to improve flow. The New York Department of Transportation
wasn't forthcoming about the program, but TransCore, the manufactures of the RFID tags used in E-
ZPasses, told Forbes via email "The tag ID is scrambled to make it anonymous ... the system cannot
identify the tag user and does not keep any record of the tag sightings."

Still, it's an unsettling reminder that if the state of New York can track drivers without notifying them,
potentially anyone can. Puking Monkey told the crowd at Defcon that drivers can protect themselves by
keeping their E-ZPasses in a bag and bringing them out when driving through tollbooths. Laws governing
electronic information gathering are hazy and undefined in most states. Californians have their cars
photographed and tracked by police, with no transparency on how that data is being used.
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